
KT605 Guitar Function Instructions

PC/PS3 2-in-1 Guitar

Introduction

1.This guitar is a wireless 2-in-1 guitar that using 2.4G RF technology.By connecting the receiver

to the PS3 console or the usb interface of computer to realize the wireless connection with guitar.Turn

on the power switch of guitar connnect to the receiver automally without code pairing.Support PS3/PC

platform,PS3 support Guitar Hero 3/Rockbang game,PC platform support Guitar Heo 3/Guitar Heo 3 Legends

Of Rock/Guitar Hero World Tour/Guitar Hero Aerosmith/GAME;PS3 platform Guitar Hero 4/Guitar Hero

5/Rockband1/Rockband2.

2.After the guitar is connected to the computer,the default keyboard and mouse mode,support setting

Xinput mode.

Function key

1.Five-color playing buttons: green, red, yellow, blue and orange playing buttons.

2.Game switching button: On PS3 platform, press and hold this button for 2 seconds to switch between Guitar

Hero and Rockband game modes; On PC platform, this button is Backpace function.

3.Sound effect toggle switch: Toggle this button in the Rockband game on the PS3 platform, and there will

be five different sound effects for selection.

4.Pressure rod: When there is a long sound in the game, you can change the sound effect in the game by

patting the pressure rod.

5."+ "key:PS3 platform pause and start key.PC platform confirmation key.



6."- "key:PS3 platform selection key.PC platform Esc function,or pause.

7.Strap buckle.

8.Pizzicato keys: In the game, when the melody pluck keys corresponding to different colors are operated

at the same time as the playing button,it will produce different melodies.

9.PS button: PS3 platform press PS button to menu, select channel or exit the game, wake up the guitar

in sleep and other functions; PC platform wake up the guitar and Menu function.

10.Channel LED indicators.

11.Directional control keys

12.Battery cover

13.Guitar decorative face lock.

14.AA battery compartment.

15.Power toggle switch.

16.Guitar rod lock.。

17.Strap buckle.

18.Receiver: The red and blue lights on the PC platform are on at the same time; the blue light is on in

the Guitar Hero mode on the PS3 platform, and the red light is on in the Rockband game mode.

Guitar rod installation and removal

1、Please take out the absorbent sponge from the guitar body of the guitar first (as shown in the frame

below). The absorbent sponge is to protect the probes in the guitar body from being easily oxidized during

electric shock.When the guitar is not used for a long time, please put the absorbent sponge back in the

original place to prevent oxidation.

2、Take out the guitar rod in the packing box, insert the guitar rod into the guitar body according

to the picture, and hear the sound of "click" to indicate that it has been inserted in right place

and locked automatically。



3、If you need to remove the guitar rod, please turn the lock to the unlocked position first, and then

carefully pull out the guitar rod.

Install straps
1. First take out the strap in the box.

2. Use the holes at both sides of the strap to connect to the strap buckle on the guitar.

3. You can adjust the length of the strap according to your needs.

Install battery

The product supports standard LR6 (AA) batteries, and the package does not include battery accessories.

Consumers need to purchase according to this specification.

1. Before installing the battery, check that the switch is toggled to the off state (OFF state).

2. Please install the batteries correctly according to the polarity markings.

3. After the battery is installed, please check whether the battery is installed correctly or not.

4. Turn the switch to ON, and close the battery cover.

Guitar Mode Settings
If you need a two-player game on the PC side, you need to set the second guitar to Xinput mode. The setting method is to
press the guitar’s "- "button and "PS " button for 3 seconds at the same time when the guitar is in the wireless connection
state.After the switch is successful, the first light of the guitar turns to the second light. Note that Guitar Hero games in
Xinput mode do not support the pizzicato key, and other functions can be used normally.



Connecting PS3 game console
First turn on the power switch in the battery cover of the guitar and toggle it to the ON state, then insert

the receiver into the USB socket of the PS3 game console, the guitar will be automatically paired with

the receiver, and the blue light of the receiver will always be on after the connection is successful,

indicating that the connection is successful;The guitar is now in Guitar Hero mode.

(If it enters sleep mode, please press the PS button of the guitar to wake up the guitar and connect

automatically)

Switch between Hero and Rockband games
First of all, after the PS3 platform guitar and the receiver are successfully connected, the blue light

of the receiver is on. The default Guitar Hero game mode, if you are playing the Rockband game, you need

to press and hold the small button of the guitar for 2 seconds, and wait for the LED on the receiver to



turn into a red light.It means that the Rockband game mode is switched successfully.

Connecting a Windows computer
First turn on the power switch in the battery cover of the guitar and toggle it to the ON state, then insert

the receiver into the USB socket of the computer console, the guitar will automatically pair and connect

to the receiver, and the red and blue lights of the receiver will always be on after the connection is

successful, indicating that the connection is successful. (If it enters sleep mode, please press the PS

button of the guitar to wake up the guitar and connect automatically)



Note that after entering the game on the PC side, some games default to left-handed playing, which can

be set in the guitar game.

Example of setting Guitar Hero Aero smith for left-handed or right-handed using.

After entering the game, press the green key of the guitar to confirm, and the "- " key to return; press

the arrow keys to select OPTIONS below, and press the green key to confirm.

Select CONTROLLER below and press the green key to confirm.



Cancel the √ at the P1 position in the figure below, it is a right-handed guitar mode, if you add √

that it is left-handed mode.(When the √ of both P1 and P2 in the right-handed mode of the two player game

is canceled, it is a right-handed guitar mode)

Use of plucked string keys and five-color buttons

The 5 keys from left to right in the game correspond to the 5 keys of the guitar, namely "green", "red",

"yellow", "blue" and "orange". When the note on the game scroll follows the music and moves to the

corresponding position at the bottom of the scroll, press and hold the button of the corresponding color

on the guitar with your left hand,the correct music can be played by plucking the guitar picking keys with

the right hand. If the correct button is not pressed or the beat is not correct, the wrong noise will be

produced.

Use of the Tone Down Lever

For notes with long notes in the game, when the note appears, the right hand can pluck the string key once,

but the left hand must press and hold the key at the corresponding position until the long note is

end.Pressing the iron rod when the long note is not over will produce different sound effects.

Guitar popping beads



The guitar contains a blasting bead function. When the energy accumulated in the game exceeds 50%, quickly

erect the guitar, the color of the game scroll will change accordingly, and the music will also change

the sound effect accordingly.

Sleep and wake

When the guitar and receiver are connected, when there is no button action on the guitar end for 3 minutes,

the guitar will enter sleep mode; press and hold the "+" button for 5 seconds during use, and the guitar

will enter sleep mode.

When the guitar is sleeping, you can press the "+" button on the guitar or press the "PS" button to wake

up the guitar and connect automatically.

Battery Voltage instructions

When the battery voltage is lower than the preset value, the guitar LED will flash and disconnect, reminding

to replace the battery.When it is lower than the lowest preset value, it will automatically shut down.

Precautions

1.After playing the game on the PC platform, the guitar must be placed flat on the table. Note that the

guitar cannot be placed upright. There is a bead switch inside the guitar. When the guitar is placed

upright, it will cause the bead switch to turn on. The computer may be abnormal.After the game, try to

turn off the power switch on the guitar side in time.

2.Guitar has no function and the light is not on?

Please check whether the positive and negative poles of the battery inside the guitar are installed

incorrectly.

3.Rockband game mode does not work properly？

Please check whether the guitar has been switched to the Rockband game mode. If it is successfully switched

to the Rockband game mode, the red light on the receiver will be on.

4.The pressure rod is not functioning or the pressure rod is abnormal?

Before turning on the power switch of the guitar, you cannot touch the pressure rod . Please turn off

the power switch and turn on the power again.

5、Guitar rod buttons don't work？

Please check whether the metal probe point of the guitar rod is oxidized. Whether the probe at the position

where the main body is connected to the guitar rod is bent or blocked by other things.If the metal probe

point of the guitar rod is white or black, it means that there is an oxide coating, please use an alcohol

cloth or eraser to gently wipe metal probe points. (If the guitar is not used for a long time, please

pack it in a plastic bag and store it to avoid oxidation of the metal probe)

1. When the product is not in use, do not put the product in a humid or dusty place, and do not expose

the product to the sun.



Instructions on how to play Clone Heroes
1. Enter the URL http://chonehero.net/. Download and install the game. (or download games

from other sites)

2.Start the game. Enter the game interface, press the Enter key to register a game account

name, after registering the name, click the Space key to enter the button settings,set the

corresponding buttons according to the corresponding functions below.

When you press the orange key during the setting process, if there is a sticky key reminder,

you need to turn off the sticky function of the keyboard, double-click the link at the arrow

position in the figure below, or directly enter the keyboard setting.



After entering the keyboard settings, cancel the √ in front of the two sticky functions in

the figure below, and then click Apply in the lower right corner.


